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im so sorry for being so careless and for
hurting you. i hope there is some way i
can make it up to you. im trying, im so
sorry for being so irresponsible and
ungrateful. i guess i deserved everything
i got. i love you so much, i dont know
what im gonna do without you. well, i will
go back home and finish the senior year.
theyll just think its weird and start
bugging me. i feel terrible and unworthy.
im not a bad person. im a very good and
honest person. i just wanted what all the
other girls have. but, i just cant believe i
did all of these things. i hate what ive
become. im so sorry for what im doing to
you and your family. im so sorry i hurt
you. im just so ashamed. i dont know how
to make it right. i feel like i could never
forgive myself if i died for this. im really
sorry. im so stupid. i wish i didnt hate
myself so much. she shows up at my door
and tells me shes been nice to me
because im, like, totally my one friend.
thats really sweet of her to want to be
nice to me. but she really needs to stop.
im all shes got? i guess its for the best
shes finished with me because shes
easily distracted. i can never get a
serious conversation going with her and
its hard to get her to just get to know me
because shes always so busy. i
understand about her being busy, shes
doing good for herself. but she needs to
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figure out what shes doing and stop
doing all this. it just makes me wonder
sometimes what shes going to do when
shes like forty. she looks good for her age
but shes like forty. shes really weird. hes
just always joking around, she jokes
around more than anybody, shes always
making jokes. hes always in a good
mood. he doesnt know whats going on.
so maybe she doesnt either. but she
knows something's up. i just hope he
remembers how to love. thats what hes
good at! he doesnt remember anything,
though. he just, hes always so busy. i can
tell he doesnt remember how to love. he
just, hes not supposed to. so i try to tell
him. i just dont think he wants to hear it.
he should just, he should know by now.
he just, hes not supposed to have to
figure that out now!
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matthew lives at home with his mother
and gay son, matthew. the tragedy is
that sometimes a teenager tends to

reduce the importance of life and to put
all their efforts into their dreams. sandra

teen model, i felt she would be perfect for
the role. sandra teen model, sandra teen
nude porn pictures, a number of parties
have taken place in the past few weeks
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to draw a line in the sand and start
making a concerted stand. matthew lives

at home with his mother and gay son,
matthew. sandra teen nude, the tragedy
is that sometimes a teenager tends to

reduce the importance of life and to put
all their efforts into their dreams. the
party seems to be based on an old

english word, dukkerij, which means a
coffeehouse, a low-key pub, and later,
the large, expensive restaurants of this

period.. matthew martians hopes sandra
c can prove that lesbians can work in the
music industry. the director of raise your
voice, a group that describes itself as a
"diverse coalition of parents, students
and educators standing up for young
people against sexual violence," is a

lesbian school counselor. the tragedy is
that sometimes a teenager tends to

reduce the importance of life and to put
all their efforts into their dreams. a ban
on the costume would infringe on the

worker's constitutional right to freedom
of expression. a person must have

completed the necessary professional
preparation as well as have the expertise

and skills that are required. doreen
wollstonecraft's narrative of women's
experience of individual and popular

culture is moulded in precise dialogue
with current debates about race, class,
sexuality and gender. welcomed as a
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paradigm for the assertive, feminist, post-
structuralist posture which has

dominated western theory since the
1980s, her analysis has entered largely
into domain of respectable academia,
profoundly influencing undergraduate

study on topics as diverse as the
narrative theory of postmodern fiction,

theories of performance, and theories of
gender. engendered critique has centred

on her retention of the unquestioned
metanarrative of woman's yearning for

redemption from a devilish male
patriarchy through equal standing with

men, and her subtle and infelicitous
retention of the concept of gender. some
feminists have argued that the premises

of such a post-structuralist, feminist
theory of subjectivity have been unable

to embrace properly the complex
experience of women in contemporary

western culture, notably in the west. this
is especially true of working-class

women, a tendency which is evident in
doreen's numerous references to

sociological debates on class. in her own
social context, doreen's anti-feminist

"atheist" status was characteristic of the
predominantly middle-class and upper-
class audiences who attended the plays
and readings of her female protagonist.

in this article, i will explore the
production history of catherine wheels,
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paying particular attention to the
application of doreen's methodology to
understanding working-class women. i

argue that, while the inclusion of a
working-class woman on the authorial
team of a play may result in a feminist
awareness of working-class women's

subjectivity, it can also obscure important
aspects of the real-life experience of
working-class women. doreen was

incapable of tapping into the full range of
experience of her working-class

characters, which potentially had been
hidden beneath the surfaces of their lives

which she had unerringly identified.
moreover, there is a risk that a feminist

playwright will unwittingly legitimate
middle-class, middle-aged prejudice

against young women. as rosalind krauss
observes, doreen's feminist ideals can be

seen as based on the middle-class
experience of a "civic-minded" young

woman, rather than the experience of a
working-class woman in which education

and employment were often seen as
liabilities rather than assets. doreen's

effort to find forms of energy beyond the
formal constraints of her written work

was also, therefore, unable to extend to
the world she lived in. in the doreen of

the works of female playwrights,
"theatre" signifies female "creation",
related to the "activity of writing", as
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opposed to the male "activity of
production" (marcus, ). instead, "plays"

are stories "about women" and are
produced by women (sontag, ). doreen's

sense of theatre and playwriting was thus
confined to a small number of women of

the middle-class and upper-class. this
holds the potential to reproduce the

marginalisation of working-class women
in both the theatre and the playwriting
industry. in this article, i wish to explore

in more depth the application of doreen's
method of interrogating women's

subjectivity to the production history of
catherine wheels. i argue that catherine
wheels as a feminist work produced a

feminist awareness in both middle-class
and working-class women. however, a
close examination of the production

history of catherine wheels, as well as the
everyday lives of playwright doreen's

audience, reveals a troublingly
complacent feminism in which working-
class women are treated as wards and

props for the use of middle-class, middle-
aged women. if the playwright's job is to

"analyse what women believe..
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